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Sword art online hollow realization walkthrough guide

Link Data Walkthough starts the game and first creates a character to name. Choose a gender Choose hair, hair color, look and sound. When you attend an event, it's a kirito sound. Once the character is created, the game becomes a tutorial immediately - the first game is taught to press squares, normal teeth and triangles. Use sword skills and weaknesses - Teach combination
ratio and Just Attack by making a combination of x2.00 - after which you can avoid stealth by pressing R1 + x to dodge enemy skills. After all, the game cuts into the city - the game shows that the city has four parts to walk through all parts of the icon event - go to the teleport pole to go out, the game teaches you how to invite npc to a party. Who hasn't approved the assignment on
the board first, and Teleport can go on the first map? - Run directly event fragment / Replace, press L1 + X, while enemies can stun skills / Press L1 + O or R2 to add sp + 50 - Make an event fragment by hitting a boar ready for the head. The game asks if you're going to warp back into town. - Back to the hotel in the commercial area. Event found - Go to the teleport point to find
the event and let the teleporter go out on the first pitch. Liz asks us to find the copper ore, give the teleporter to Phil first so we can run to the next map. When you enter the next map, first open the Teleport point. Copper ore is located in the lower right corner of the map, you can click back into town from the Menu page and select Map. - After the event we are on the second floor
of the room itself, the game tells us that we can change the avatar ourselves from this room / Teach us how to increase the relationship between the chat system / Hold on to the bed, this is not difficult to understand as it is the same, change the avatar here. I go to the second floor and go back to the second floor room - go to the teleport point to find after the end of the event, run
3. Let's run down to the area below. You'll see a purple event map in the middle of a run to NM Golem. When you win, you'll get your heart back and put a golem on your mattress. Fight NM Golem and you can move on. - The next map is the valley, run to the next map, you don't have to rush to the top. You'll find a way to collapse a rock on the road, NPC finds two things to make
a bomb: 1.Fire grass seeds, run back to the previous map valley, you'll see a symbol on top of it (warp to a newly opened teleport) 2.Conical dragon on the left side (starting with getting the bomb). When you enter, you will see an event in the middle of a map of the fragment symbol to fight one dragon NM. When you win, you get your nails. - Run back to the rocks from the NPC to
create a bomb to open the way forward. - After this, there is nothing long on the way to the castle. Don't like to open the teleporter on the way. Open the teleporter, go to the entrance first, run straight to face the event - then run to the castle on two maps until you find a purple event in the lower right corner, manage 2 NM, get a key item to open the next map - to the front of the
boss's room and first enter Teleport. The boss can always be jenered into another fight, but it's not raid party anymore. - Run to the conversation, there is a question to choose from, choose the lowest, have no questions and answer the first question to get to bosslod. -After that, the game teaches the Raid Party - fight the boss wins, and you get the warp back in the room
immediately, open the multiplayer mode - run out of the bar, find the event, then run the teleport point, find the event, open a new area, the event list. - Feed to the café 2 times on the observation deck (2 Event) - Warp next to the next one to map. When you arrive, turn around and find your way to the basement, and you'll find an event where one of your enemies is in the way. It's
immortal. - Come in, open the teleporter and run to the next map. -Go to Teleport and then to the top left, you can see the grey circle, it's a way to walk downstairs first - come down and go down the long corridor, nothing, go up and turn the teleporter onto the map, you'll see the event point, and then Algo can't send us a message back into town, then push back from the menu. -
Come back to town. We'll take the reward off the field. If you die, the game is over immediately. - Go to the board to receive the task alone. - Find Klein alone. When you enter the observatory, there are 3 additional events in the same place that get cg with a completed -Clear event, back to the last map. Walk in a poisonous fog from the map on the right. - You can find event
fragments in purple circles at the top of the map to get rid of enemies, and you can clear them. This time we can get rid of the toxic fog. It's a great place to stay if you're looking for a place to stay so you can go down underground to get there, run straight to the other side and then you'll see the event. - Get rid of it, warp back to the earliest map of this area, run back to the
underground back. At first we couldn't go because there were monsters on the road. Now that we get rid of it, we're going to run out. If anyone has Liz at the party, they're separated. Before we get back to town, run to the teleporter and warp back. - Come back to town. Event Liz opened a new store. Now we can hit Liz's gun. - Talk to Yuk when you are alone. - Go to the warp
door, find the event. Open the Teleport point and travel underground. Let's find a way to stop the toxic rain - go to the scene in the upper left corner of the bar to destroy, and then the toxic rain stops . When you go out, you find an event to return to the city, open a teleport point, then warp back into town and find the event - find the event - go to The Only Firia (CG). Map of
Rustoria Plains at the top left - If we go to the observation deck, there are two more events, let's go to the café at event 2, clear the event, go back to the last map and run to the cave on the second floor. - The cave on the second floor can run to the next map. On the way to the next one is baria croding, get rid of one of the NM lv23s, and the third-floor cave opens the teleporter,
and then the map boss selects the lowest answer. The first one wins and gets the wart back in his room. - Run down to the lobby and run back to a new place, go back to the room, run down and run into the room again. We find another event, get out of the back room, go down the sidelines and run down underground, run to the right, run to the right, go to the event, go back to
the room, get out of the room, get out of the kitchen, go back, run back, go back, go down underground, and run down underground, run to the right, then go to the event, go back to the room, get out of cooperation, find the event, and then you find a huge event. - Go to The Only Firia (get CG) - Go look for chinon alone - Go to the café on the observation deck, there are 2 events
(get CG) - Talk to Asuna (get CG) - When the event is over, go to the teleport to open a new map - return to the last event, get the last event, get out of the party and go to Rustoria Plains, the first point will see the symbol of the event - Map Jeweled Peaks Peaks Lakes Lakes - start running to the next map. -Come in and open the teleport point, run straight to the event to find a
way to get the warp rack up and running. -Go to the map exit above, you will find a closed path, get rid of NM and open it with the key of 1 warp tray. -Map next, come in and open Teleport. You can see on top of the blue circle, get rid of NM, get a second round target key - get rid of the second part of the podium, go to the left side of the next map, then you will find the event back
in town, then launch the teleporter and then you will find the event. -Come in and kill one of the NM in the middle. Open Teleport to see the blue circle event fragment below MAP. - If you want to tell the Premium effort to return to the city, face the event. - Go alone to Assuna (CG) - Go alone to the café on the observation deck. - Go to Alco alone - Go to Firia alone - Go to Azuna,
go to Asuna, complete the mission, Kizmail, get a cup) - Go to Liz alone - Go to map Oldrobe Forest alone, find two events (take the festive ones out) Event at Oldrobe Foreset - Clear Event War, go to the Map warp podium (Event, Take podium) The 20-year-old has been linked with a move to Manchester United. - Go back after you've hit the teleporter and run in. The teleporter
goes a long way to map the internal south gate - come in and open the teleport point and continue the map is outside the south gate - directly to the event for the player, talk about the boss escaping, and we were twisted back into town - at the end of the event, find out this as follows - find the same position (get the cg + cup ending event, kiyu book) - talk to Shinon. When the list
of events is cleared, go to the café on the observation deck, after all there is one more event (cg). Once you step in, you'll find the event, run to the event point on the left, you'll find NM lv 25, you'll get rid of it, and the dark call crystal will update and open the way to the next map and open the teleporter before you see the last blue Fragment event, run to the ninth nm lv 24 - next to
the warp map, the arrow pointing in the image - come in and then move to the top left corner of the area. He's got an event symbol on his head. Then we'll talk and pick the first one, and you'll start your mission. Complete the task with premium, on the list of events to follow this - look for a one-man Firia (get the CG + Event Cup for Lefa). - Go find Asuna alone. -Walk to the event
park, eat a bun, warp to Jeweled Peak Lakes alone. Event (take the party out of it) - Ready until the last map. See the image below - After running the map below, launch the teleporter, then kill one of the NM, if it is fragmented, get rid of the call crystal, turn the warp, run back onto the map and then go to the map to the right. This time we're southeast to the east, running back
and forth to open the teleporter first, then running long inside. - After a long drive-through. First there's NM, which is to be destroyed and then a way to open. - Run to the map on the north side, you will find the right boss and you will return to the city to inform everyone. Don't forget to turn on Teleport first when the warp returns and you find the event. Get ready, and Warp is back
in Bosslod (as you've been there before). When you win, you'll be bounced back into the lobby, you'll find an event where Genesis gets frustrated that we're meeting the real boss. And you'll find a new map event - warp back into town to make an event list. Silica Shop - Talk to Yui (CG) - Talk to Shinon twice (get two CGs) - Talk to Lefa - Talk to Firia - Talk to Premium (CG) - Do it
all in the new Kurjiez Desert - when it comes, run up. be sure to turn on the teleporter when you step on the map - when you enter the map and find the event, the suction sand, you choose the first one, you jump into the sand, you suck everything, the suction sand stops. Then you go back to this map, run to the top right corner and open the teleport in the middle of the map, find
the Crystal Mountain event in the way, you can't get out of the way, get out of the bottom right corner exit map - come in and open Teleport, and then run to the event point, you'll find one NM skeleton, kill it, and get a key target to destroy Crystal Mountain. Run up to the top exit - come in and open the teleporter and run inside to find the warp podium on this map - then you'll find
NM, win a goal, run inside, find a console, but there's nothing we can do about it, get the warp back into town and go into the storm to complete the event and then on the event list - talk to Algo (CG + cup) - go to the café. - Talk to Firia. Turn on the teleporter, run to the event in front of you, fight one NM lv 33, kill and then continue to the event until you return to the city. - Go back
to the city and go to Premium and continue with the list of events - Talk to Yui - Talk to Algo - Warp on the original map (pictured), then out to the right - come in and open the teleporter and keep running down the map - come in and open the teleporter and run to the event on the right. - When you wash it, you are clean. Back to the storm. - It's over now. Open Teleport from now
on, go to the long boss. Starting with this map, you can use teleport in the upper-right corner of the map. First open the teleporter on the map, you will see the event fragment, the blue circle will be ready and the crystals of the warp platform will loosen. - Warp again Map as is, first open the teleporter, and then make the event fragment. The blue ribbon and warp podium crystals
loosen. - When the warp is here, it is the boss's room. Turn on the teleporter and run for it. Final answer and first go to the boss **After completing this map. Some players will find the bug on the next map. It is recommended that you back up sticky from now on, and if you win, you will be turned back into town. -Talk to Firia (get CG, Firia's Event Cup, Emperor Sword) - When I go
to the café, there's an extra 3-event list, there's cg**cg, Asuna feels like a relationship, Rank 5, holds the event. - Come in and you will see the event in the middle. Four more golem. - After destroying Ruppan, you can run to the top. - I'm in. Teleport is open, get out the top right door. Open Teleport in the middle of the map, you'll have an event when it's done, run the map on the
right side - Open the teleport, run down to the lower left exit with the event symbol - run in, you'll find one NM, win it and explore the inside console - explore it, there are 5 consoles at the map point, turn it off. - Run back first, before you see the event point in the top right corner, and you'll find the first console. When you enter and open the teleporter, you will see 2 transaction
points, the left point, which we need to close the console panel completely before it reaches the bottom. -Next, warp on the bottom map and enter the door with the event symbol in the lower left corner, you will find one NM, kill it. When you step in, you will see the event symbol in the upper left corner and you will find 4. When you enter, you will see an event symbol on the top
door. When you come in, you'll find the last console. After unlocking We can't get to the left door first because there's a bar. That's when it passes. When you step in, you will find 1 NM Golem - get rid of the golem and run inside, find the event, turn on the teleporter and find the event, and then go to the board, make one list of events. - Back to the last map. There's a left-right exit
up there. - When I come in, run to the right House of Commons. Near the teleport point in the middle, you can find a circle in front of the room, running in to fight one of the NM's, and the seal loosens. - Return to the previous map, this time to the right exit. - Run to the right lower house with the chest, you can see the seal on the floor, run straight in and fight one of the NM. Once
the victory is won, the seal loosens. You can see the exit behind the teleporter - come in and open the teleporter, run to the top left corner - Open The Teleport, run straight to meet Boss Genesis (press parry to hold on to the win). Find a long event - go for phil's reward by bickering at a teleport point in town - for Phil, running far to the next map, and the event will be found. Invite
Premium to a party and talk again. First choice: The first is warp to the entrance to Ainkhrside - run straight along the way, go to Teleport, go inside, find NM when you win, then it's an event back in town - a forced figure pops up, bounces that it can be wrong for Aincras - warp on the Aincrad plot!! - the story here kills NM in front of the entire entrance, which is not complicated for a
big boss. - The first warp with the first NM at the door. -Enter the following map and open the teleporter, run in front of the door, run to the next nm, and then 4. I have to win them all. (NM, there's no family right in the chest) - next to the boss's room, come in and open the teleporter, run straight to find the big boss. - Before the match, the boss had a list of girls to choose with who
to stop with. I want to end up with anyone, but you can take your place. So let's go again , so pick it up - and finally the big boss has to fight twice to finish after opening the gallery space in front of the menu - Stop - (visited 37,843 times, 1 visit)
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